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The Honorable Frank H. Murkowski 
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LJnited States Senate 

In August 1986, you reQuested that we review the Veterans Administra- 
tion’s (~4) efforts to modernize automated computer sy,stems within the 
Department of Veterans Benefits, which were resulting in inefficient 
and costly support for veterans’ benefits programs. To correct these 
deficiencies, the department initiated a $153 million modernization pro- 
gram in 1985, which it plans to complete in 1992. As of the end of Feb- 
ruary 1987, about $12 million had been spent, primarily on word 
processors and other office automation equipment. Work had also begun 
OII two prototype projects and a functional and data requirements study 
of department systems. In fiscal year 1987. v.~ planned to obligate $22 
million for seven modernization activities (see appendix I). Given VA’S 

problems with previous automation efforts, you asked us to determine 
whether the department would achieve its goals of improved service to 
veterans and increased economy and efficiency in its operat,ions within 
its planned time frame and budget. 

As VA has recognized, automation offers the opportunity to improve the b 
agency’s service to our nation’s veterans. The department’s current 
effort to modernize its service delivery systems is a promising step in 
that direction. However, u has not completed the planning and analysis 
necessary to demonstrate how one of the major benefits of moderniza- 
tion-improved producti\:ity-will be achieved. We are concerned that, 
if the anticipated productivity improvements do not materialize, the 
department’s proposed elimina[ion of 1,100 staff posiQons could impair 
service to veterans. 

In response to your concerns about the time frame and costs of moderni- 
zat,ion, we cannot det,ermine whether the department will complete its 
present effort within the projected 6 years and $153 million. Because 
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the department has not completed the necessary planning and analysis, 
it cannot support these costs and scheduled projections, nor can it jus- 
tify that its approach to modernization is cost effective and optimal. 
Specifically, the department has not developed adequate information 
addressing (1) well-defined goals and measurable objectives, (2) alterna- 
tive approaches, and (3) the costs and benefits of the proposed 
approach. 

We acknowledge that two types of benefits, quantifiable and non-quan- 
tifiable, will result from modernizat,ion. Additionally, we recognize that 
quantifiable benefits alone are not the only basis on which to justify an 
automation program. However, ~4 has neither sufficiently documented 
the quantifiable benefits-such as improved productivity-nor ade- 
quately identified the non-quantifiable benefits so that decisionmakers 
can fully assess modernization. 

In our opinion, until information from more detailed analyses is devel- 
oped, as required by federal systems development criteria, the Congress 
will not be able to make sound funding decisions and the department 
cannot ensure that its general goal- improved economy and efficiency 
combined with improved service to veterans, while eliminating l! 100 
staff positions-can be achieved in 6 years at a cost of $153 million and 
that the program is pursuing an optimal approach. Moreover. as we pre- 
viously reported, past VA efforts lacking these types of analyses failed to 
achieve goals within the costs and time projected. We believe, therefore, 
that further analyses are both prudent and necessary, and we are rec- 
ommending that such analyses be completed. 

In commenting on a draft of this report, VA stated that it was a reason- 
able presentat,ion of the activities undertaken to date by the department 
as part of the modernization effort. \‘A agreed with our recommendation b 
that additional analyses need to be completed. The agency has revised 
its modernization approach to include the definition of goals and mea- 
surable objectives, the identification and evaluation of alternative strat- 
egies, and the documentation of the costs and benefits realized from 
modernization activities. After agency comments were received, we 
asked agency officials about the impact this redirection has had on u’s 

planned modernization-related expenditures of $22 million in fiscal yeal 
1987. A  department official told us that $12 million, previously pro- 

jected for the acquisition of equipment and software development con- 
tracts, had been deferred and would not be spent in fiscal year 1987. 
U’S comments are included in appendix I\‘. 
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We conducted our audit work between August 1986 and March 1987, 
reviewing documents related to the management and planning of the 
systems modernization program, inteririewing key personnel in ~4 and 
other agencies regarding systems development., and evaluating office 
automation in field locations. Our re\Tiew was conducted in accordance 
with generally accepted government auditing standards. (See appendix 
II for details of our scope and methodology.) 

Badkground 

I 
I 

The department relies heavily on automation to process approsimately 
$16.8 billion in compensation, pension, education, insurance, and home 
loan benefits annually to 8.3 million \:eterans and their dependents. Vet- 
eran queries and requests for benefit information originate at one of the 
department’s 58 regional offices. Processing and data storage use large 
computers located in M’S three data processing centers in Austin, Texas; 
Hines, Illinois; and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Regional offices submit 
and receive information to and from these data processing centers 
through computer terminals electronically linked by data communica- 
tions. Limited data storage and processing capability are currently avail- 
able at the regional offices. 

Attempts have been made in the past to modernize the department’s 
systems. In 1977, GAO reported’ that \‘A had not established measurable 
goals, nor had it. adequately analyzed alternative approaches to the 
redesign of its compensation, pension, and education system, also called 
the Target, system. In August 1986, GAO repokted on the extent to which 
the Target system was modernized.’ We found that two major activities. 
initially projected to cost %X1 million, had escalated to $100 million. 
While the first objective of placing hardware in regional offices was 
accomplished, the second objective, redesigning t,he claims-processing 
software, was not accomplished. In our opinion, M’S lack of measurable b 
goals and inadequate analysis of alternati\:e approaches contributed to 
the agency’s inability to redesign the softw: re. Specifically, \‘A gave pri- 
ority to regional office operations and performed limited planning to 
accomplish software redesign. 

LA’S preliminary step in planning for the latest department moderniza- 
tion effort was to charter Mchlanis Associates, Inc.. a consulting firm, to 
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produce a modernization implement&ion plan. McMa& identified the 
following problems with existing ADP systems: (1) users in the field 
needed faster access to data about vet,erans and more data-processing 
capabilities; (2) aging hardware and telecommunications systems were 
becoming costly and difficult to maintain: and (3) outmoded software 
and redundant, non-standardized d&a in multiple data bases were diffi- 
cult. to maintain and use. 

To address these problems, the McManis plan proposed a $141 million, 
4- to S-year modernization program with the overall goal of improved 
service to veterans and increased economy and efficiency. It presented 
five primary modernization activities that, focused on managing the pro- 
gram, decentralizing some ADP operations to the regions, replacing obso- 
lete hardware, improving software efficiency, and sharing agency data. 
The McManis plan also recommended that additional studies be done to 
determine which systems should be decentralized, which hardware 
replaced, and which data in the various data bases should be integrated 
or consolidated to avoid redundancy. 

Building on the McManis plan, t,he department published its own mod- 
ernization plan in January 1987. This plan was developed to provide the 
detail needed to implement modernization. The department’s plan 
expanded the five McManis plan act,ivities intro seven activities and pro- 
vided a cost,/benefit summary stating that the $153 million investment 
would be recovered by 1994. However, because the department is still 
performing requirements studies for modernization, its plan is not spe- 
cific as to which systems, data, and processes will be affected by 
modernization. 

The VA Administ,rator mandated automation modernization in March 
1986. By March 1987, the department had begun several projects 
related to the modernization, including: 

Organizing its own 362 staff ADP department, independent of the central 
agency ADP office. 
IJpgrading existing systems. 
Procuring $11 million in word processing hardware. 
Beginning the requirements analysis to determine which systems would 
be affected by modernization. 
Starting a department. data dictionary.‘S 

- 
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9 Initiating a prototype regional office loan system 
l Designing a prototype optical disk system. 

A chronology of e\‘cnts related to modernization is included in appendix 
III. 

Atialysis Needed to Although the modernizat,ion is underway, planning and analysis justify- 

Determine Costs and 
ing the program are still needed. Hecent studies’ indicate a high risk of 
problems for major systems development pro,jects in the absence of ade- 

Benefits and to Justify q uate planning and analysis. Office of Management and Budget (OhIH) 

the Program guidance in its circulars on XDP planning and budgeting, Federal Infor- 
mation Resources Management Regulation chapter 20 l( and Federal 
Information Processing Standards Publication (,FIPS) 64, recommend 
early and specific analysis to ident,ify program goals and to justify cost 
efficiency with respect to alternatit’e program approaches. 

We found three primary areas where the department has not adhered to 
the abo\Te mentioned guidance. First, it has not yet identified the specific 
goals and program objectives of modernizat,ion. LTntil the goals and 
objectives are better defined, the department does not have the informa- 
tion it needs to support the cost and time frame projected for moderniza- 
tion, nor does it have the criteria for measuring achievement of broad 
modernization goals. Second, the department is pursuing an approach to 
modernization on the basis of decentralized processing without haling 
analyzed t,he costs and benefits of alternative strategies to determine 
how t,o meet user needs with the best rate of ret,urn. Third, it did not 
adequately evaluate the costs and benefits of the modernization strategy 
being pursued. 

iT&gG*n Goals and A 1984 joint report5 defined key elements of planning, which included 
Objectives Not Yet Defined 

I 
the need for clear program objectives. To provide the tools that decision- 
makers and the Congress need to manage and o\‘ersee a major program, 
the report stated that “each program objective should relate directly to 
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the mission and organization it supports and should be stated in measur- 
able terms, specifying scope, time, and explicit performance standards 
to determine successful achievement.” 

The department is in the process of defining the scope of modernization, 
and thus cannot yet specify measurable objectives and goals. For exam- 
ple, the department’s goals state that operations will be more efficient 
by upgrading and/or decentralizing some software and integrating some 
data bases. However, the department has not determined which of its 
over 2,700 software programs, containing over 2.1 million lines of code, 
will be decentralized and/or upgraded, and which data from these pro- 
grams will be shared by data bases. Depending on the volume of work, 
the effort could take several months or several years. IJntil the scope of 
modernization can be estimated, the agency cannot accurately assess the 
cost and time frame for modernization. 

The McManis plan urged the department to track and quantify the bene- 
fits of modernization as projects are implemented in order to show that 
it is meeting its goals and to achieve continued congressional support for 
funding the program. The department, however, has not identified how 
it will track such benefits. It has not developed a baseline against which 
to measure the progress of its only operat,ional modernization effort- 
the installation of word processors in the field. While we found that 
installation of $11 million in word processing capability in the regions- 
known as the regional office automation project-was well-received by 
users, quantifiable benefits cannot be measured. 

Additionally, wit,hout measurable goals, the results of modernization 
projects are difficult to evaluate. For example, VA plans to improve effi- 
ciency and service to veterans by decentralizing some operations to 
regional offices through the use of regional minicompLiters. A network b 
of about 10,000 terminals located in every state, Puerto Rico, and the 
Philippines would support department activities. However! the improve- 
ments in efficiency and service to veterans have not bqen defined in 
measurable terms. llntil improvements are defined in measurable terms, 
such as decreased processing errors or shorter claim approval time, 
neither v.4 nor the Congress will be able to assess the effects of this mod- 
ernization project. 
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FIPS 64 and Federal Information Resources Management Regulation 201- 
30 recommend analysis of the costs and benefits of alternative solutions 
to determine which will provide the optimal return on investment. While 
VA has done some work to justify modernization. primarily by expanding 
upon the McManis plan, the department did not follow recommended 
federal criteria for evaluating different alternati\,es based on a cost! 
bonefit analysis. Modernization was based on an assessment of only one 
strategy-decentralizing processing and data storage using minicomput- 
ers in the regional offices connected to t,he large computers at VA’S three 
data processing centers. Other alternati\ves might include expanding the 
capabilities of the existing three data processing centers, or establishing 
additional data processing centers without installing minicomputers in 
each regional office. These alternatives were not compared to the 
selected approach to determine the optimal alternative, nor does ~4’5 

modernization plan call for such analysis in the future. In our opinion, 
under various circumstances, alternati\res other than decentralization 
can be more cost effective. N’ithout analysis. the department cannot 
ensure that it is pursuing an optimal approach to modernization. 

(NH Circular .A- 11 requires agencies to pro\.ide a det,ailed life-cycle cost! 
benefit anal>+ for each major initiative contained in their budget. 
Wcause the department did not identifsr and support the major costs 
and benefits of the decentralized approach being pursued for moderniza- 
tion, in February 1986 ohw, in commenting on the \:A modernization 
budget submission, instructed the agency to follokv FIPS 64 in analyzing 
costs and benefits for modernization. While the department did prepare 
a brief summary of costs and benefits associated with its modernization 
approach, detailed cost components \vere not identified, major costs 
were not considered, and the cost and benefit figures were not sup- 
ported by analysis or explanation of assumptions. The department took b 

the cost figures for its summaq~ primarily from the MchIanis plan. Table 
1 presents the cost components the department used in its cost ‘benefit 
summary. 
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Tabls 1 I Department of Vstsranr 
Banefltr’ Cost Components of 
Modarnlzation 

Component 
Personnel Compensation _-- 
Transportation ---~__ 
Rents, Communlcatlons, and UtWes 

Contracts for Serbices 

Maintenance 

TraGng-p 

Operating Supplies 

ADP EqulpmenF 

Other Equipment 

Total 

Amount ____- 
$7,806,000 

2.455.000 
d 

5 1,072,OOO 

15.988,OOO 

1,310,000 

2.100.000 

%9,400.000 

3,500,000 

$153,631,000 

‘Although the deparlment showed this component In the surnmarL no cost ‘.vas presented 

%e department did not provide further elahoratlon of lhls category In the summar, 

“‘The deparlment’s moclerrxzarIon budget shovvs Ihal rhe opllcal dish sfslem Llnder this componcnl IS 
protected to cost $25 mllllon 

We did not independently verify the accuracy of the cost components 
that were used in the department’s cost,!‘benefit summary. However, we 
found several inadequacies in the department’s summary analysis. Spe- 
cifically, the summary 

l did not contain telecommunications costs, which VA estimates could be 
over $150 million. 

. did not include earlier costs of approximately $i million incurred in 
office automation, and 

l possibly underestimated costs associated with the implementation of an 
optical disk system by as much as $33 million. 

WC reviewed these items because of their importance to the moderniza- 
t.ion effort. MTe found that a more accurate representation of their costs 
could significantly increase the cost section of the costi’benefit 
presentation. 

KIM 64 specifies that the costs of leasing, maint.aining, and purchasing 
telctrommunications ser\?ices and equipment should be included in cost; 
bvnvfit analyses for ADP systems. The department did not include tele- 
(~omm~Inications costs in its cost!benefit analysis because it does not 
view I hem as department, costs. Holvever, U’S central office plans to 
allocate the costs of its telecommunications system to the department 
based on the department’s usage. VA projects that the department will 
IISP -I(i percent of the planned agency-ivide telccommunicati(~~~s system. 



On the basis of the estimated $330 million cost for such an agency-wide 
system, t,he department’s t,elecommunications expense will be signifi- 
cant. If the department has to bear it,s share of the telecommunications 
expense, this one item alone could increase the cost attributable to the 
department modernization effort by over $150 million. 

This telecommunications system is important to the success of the mod- 
ernization strategy because the strategy will rely on the transfer of data 
between regional office minicomput,ers and central data files located at 
the three data processing centers. Furthermore, the omission of telecom- 
munications costs in assessing the cost/benefit of the modernization pro- 
gram is inconsistent. with another M cost/benefit analysis. 1:~ developed 
a cost/benefit, analysis for its Decentralized Hospital Computer Program 
that included a portion of the costs of the telecommunications upgrade 
that directly support that program. 

Although benefits resulting from office automation are being credited to 
modernization, part of the office automation expenditures were not 
included in the total cost of modernization. Specifically, the department 
did not include the fiscal year 1985 obligat,ion of approximately $7 mil- 
lion for word processors. The department considers office automation to 
be a modernization project. In fiscal year 1987, it eliminated 264 staff 
posit,ions. which it, said was made possible due to these machines and 
other word processors mainly purchased in 1985 and 1986. Although 
these staff savings were attributed to modernization in its cost/benefit 
summary, department officials said the purchase of the word processors 
in fiscal year 1985 was not included in the cost component of the cost/ 
benefit presentation because modernization had not been approved at 
that time. 

We also found that the costs of implementing an optical disk system pos- 
b 

sibly were underestimat.ed. The department envisions using optical disks 
in most or all of the 58 regional offices to store vast VOhmeS of infOITn& 
tion currently stored manually in file cabinets. The de:partment esti- 
mat,ed the cost for optical disk implementation to be $25 million; 
however, the department. did not develop detailed support for that esti- 
mate. On the other hand, the vendor for the optical disk system that \‘A 
tested estimates the configuration the department described would cost 
in excess of $1 million for each regional office. 

Furthermore, the department could not provide us with documentation 
for the benefits in its summary cost/benefit analysis. The primary bene- 
fit projected for modernization results from the reduction of 1.100 staff 
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positions. The program manager told us that VA negotiated the 1,100 
staff reduction goal to quantify sufficient benefits in order to obtain 
OMB'S support for modernization. The program manager’s statement was 
confirmed by OMB and other \‘A officials. Analysis of productivity 
increases were not completed, nor were other operational changes that 
would permit such staff reductions identified and documented, even 
though this analysis is recommended in VA guidelines. The modernization 
program manager told us that the staff reduction will be made even in 
the absence of analysis of productivity improvement. In our opinion, the 
impact of reduced staff cannot be assessed without such analysis. We 
are concerned whether achieving this benefit may impair service to 
veterans. 

Coticlusions In a time of competing demands on the federal budget, both \A and the 
Congress need sufficient information to make informed decisions on 
whether to devote resources to m@or investments, such as the Depart- 
ment of Veterans Benefits modernization program. However, the depart- 
ment has not developed the basic information needed to support such 
decisions because it has not (1) specified measurable goals and objec- 
tives against which to assess progress, (2) analyzed the costs and bene- 
fits of alternative approaches to determine the optimal modernization 
strategy, and (3) adequately assessed and documented the costs and 
benefits of the selected approach. Such information reduces the risks 
associated with major system development projects. 

In earlier modernization efforts, LR was unable to limit cost growth and 
to ensure that system objectives could be achieved because of the lack of 
planning and analysis. In our opinion, such planning and analysis needs 
to be completed to ensure that this latest modernization initiative will 
meet agency goals within established costs and time frames. 

We acknowledge M ’S need to modernize in order to improve service to 
veterans while reducing costs. We also recognize that quantifiable benc- 
fits alone may not. always be sufficient to justify a major systems devel- 
opment effort. However, documentation of the costs and all benefits- 
quantifiable and non-quantifiable-is necessary for \‘A and the Congress 
to have a basis for making informed decisions on modernization. 

Rec/ommendation 
I 

To ensure that modernization goals are achieved within est,ablished time 
frames and estimated costs, we recommend that the Administrator of 
Vet.erans Affairs direct the Department of L’eterans Benefits to complete 
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analyses that provide specific goals and objectives against ivhich pro- 
gram progress can be measured, and to validate that the chosen solution 
is optimal, based on a documented analysis that clearly lays out the 
costs and benefit,s of alternatives. 

We are sending copies of this report to the appropriate House and Sen- 
ate Committees; the Administrator of Veterans Affairs: the Director, 
Office of Management and Budget; and will make copies available to 
others upon request. 

Ralph V. Carlone 
Director 
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Fiscal Year 1987 Budget Plan for the 
Department of Veterans Benefits 
Modernization Activities 

Actlvlty 
Establish Organlzatlon & Control 

Devclpp Software 

Develbp Hardware 

Devetbp Telecommunlcatlons 

Ens& ADP Security 

Suppryt Exlstlng Systems 

Imple&ent Data AdmInIstratIon 

Total 

Description 
Refine plans, develop monltonng 8 reporting mechanisms 

Conduct requirements analysis. upgrade existing systems. develop offlce 
automation plan & procure software tools 

Acquire optical disk prototype & reglonal offlce mlnlcomputers. determlne 
marnframe requirements 

Determine telecommunications requirements 

Conduct nsk analysrs 

Develop hardware plan, procure B Install equipment develop service lebets 

DetermIne data base sfandards & develop a data dlctlonary 

Amount 
$1 500 000 

9,553 000 

8.350.000 
200,000 
400.000 
797.000 

1.200.000 
$22,000,000 
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Objective, Scope, and M&hodology 

The House and Senate Veterans Affairs Committees requested that we 
review the management of information resources at. the 1’eterans 
Administration (\A). They subsequently asked us to focus on the mod- 
ernization program for Department of Veterans Benefits automation. \Ve 
are continuing our review of t,he agency’s management of information 
resources and plan to report on this at a later date. 

To assess the progress of the department’s automated data processing 
modernization program, we analyzed: (1) an implementation plan pre- 
pared by McManis Associates, Inc.. that v.4 cites as the foundation for 
the modernization, (2) the department’s January 1987 modernization 
plan, (3) modernization-related contracts. and (3) the various projects 
the department has initiated. We also interviewed department and M 
managers from both user and ADP organizations in the \‘A Central Office 
in Washington, D.C., and the Data Processing Centers in Austin. Texas: 
Chicago, Illinois; and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and evaluated the 
department’s ADP support including office automation at eight regional 
offices in Albuquerque. New Mexico: Chicago, Illinois: Houston and 
Waco, Texas; New Orleans, Louisiana; Milwaukee. N’isconsin; St. Paul. 
Minnesota; and Washington, D.C. In addition, we interviewed and gath- 
ered information from representatives of McManis Associates, Inc., and 
reviewed the Maximus, Inc., contractor-developed study of regional 
office operations. 

To analyze whether the department’s modernization program adheres to 
federal regulations and systems de\Telopment life-cycle guidelines for 
major AC)I’ pro.jects, we interviewed cognizant General Services Adminis- 
tration and Office of Management and Budget officials and reviewed 
applicable criteria in the Federal Information Processing Standards, 
Office of Management and Budget circulars, the Federal Information 
Kesources Management Regulations, and the Paperwork Reduction Act b 
of 1980. We did not independently verify the cost components developed 
by the department, in it,s January 1987 summary cost/benefit analysis. 
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Chronology of the Department of Veterans 
Benefits Modernization 

March 1985 

September 1985 

October 1985 

VA Admrnrstrator mandates automatron modernizatron 

VA expends $7 mullion for offrce automatron/word processors. 

McManrs Assocrates. Inc.. completes Modernrzatron Implementatron 
Plan 

October 1985 

April 1986 

June 1986 

July 1986 

July 1986 

August 1986 

January 1987 

January 1987 

Department of Veterans Benefits establrshes ADP organrzatronal 
structure and management staff 

Department of Veterans Benefits establishes Independent ADP 
organization 

Senior lnformatron Resources Management offrcral approves 
Department of Veterans Benefits contract for regional office study 
Department of Veterans Benefits begins first modernizatron 
prototype-Loan Processing System 

Senior Informalron Resources Management O(frcral approves 
Department of Veterans Benefits contracts for Target study and 
data drctronary 
Sensor Information Resources Management dffrcral approves 
Department of Veterans Benefits contracts for optical disk prototype 
and system requirement study 

Department of Veterans Benefits publishes its own modernrzatron 
plan 
Department of Veterans Benefits completes regional office study 
and begrns analysis of data 



Appw.iix IV 

Agency Cchments 
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Appendix Iv 
Agency Gmmenta I 

2. 

Mr. Richard L. Fogel 

We believe these efforts fully address GAO’s concerns and will pr-ov i de 
INB with an excellent basis for sound management declslons to accomplish 
the long-range modernization goal. 

-lltOMAS K. TURNAGE 
Administrator 
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